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Zoom vocabulary checking/ clarifying practice and presentation 
Test each other on vocabulary in the Zoom app with the questions below, starting with 
ones which you know the answer to. The person answering the question shouldn’t look 
below. You can also make similar questions about other words if you like.  
 
⚫ Are there any double letters in “party popper”? 
⚫ Can you write “paste”? 
⚫ Do C, O, L, O, R and C, O, L, O, U, R have the same meaning? 
⚫ Does “emoji” have the same meaning in Japanese and English/ in … and English? 
⚫ How do you pronounce this word (V, I, D, E, O)? 
⚫ How do you say this word (A, U, D, I, O)? 
⚫ How do you spell “space bar”? 
⚫ How many syllables does “reaction” have? 
⚫ Is “blank” spelt with “L” or “R”? 
⚫ Is “highlight” one word or two? 
⚫ Is “keyboard” one word or two words? 
⚫ Is “mute” pronounced like “fruit”?/ Does “mute” rhyme with “flute”? 
⚫ Is “right” (R, I, G, H, T) pronounced the same as “write” (W, R, I, T, E)? 
⚫ Is “view” (V, I, E, W) pronounced the same as “boo” (B, O, O)? 
⚫ Is “screenshot” spelt with an “A”? 
⚫ Is the “B” in “thumb” pronounced? 
⚫ What are the two different meanings of “chat”? 
⚫ What does “mic” mean?/ What is “mic” short for? 
⚫ What does Ctrl (C, T, R, L) (on the computer keyboard) mean?/ What is C, T, R, L short 

for? 
⚫ What’s the difference (in pronunciation) between “right” and “light”? 
⚫ What’s the difference (in meaning) between “bold script” and “italic script”? 
⚫ What’s the first sound of “thumb” (T, H, U, M, B)? 
⚫ What’s the last sound of “raise” (R, A, I, S, E)?  
⚫ What’s the opposite of “raise”? 
⚫ What’s the second sound in “button”?/ What’s the first vowel sound in “button”? 
⚫ What’s the verb of “eraser”? 
⚫ Which letter in “listen” is silent?/ Which letter in “listen” is not pronounced? 
⚫ Which syllable of “message” is stressed? Is it MEssage or meSSAGE? 
 
Ask about any questions which you couldn’t answer, weren’t sure if you answered 
correctly, etc.  
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Put one word in each gap below. Some words can be used more than once.  
 
⚫ ____________ there any double letters in “party popper”? 
⚫ Can _____________ write “paste”? 
⚫ Do C, O, L, O, R and C, O, L, O, U, R have _________ same meaning? 
⚫ Does “emoji” have the same meaning ________ Japanese and English? 
⚫ How _________ you pronounce this word (V, I, D, E, O)? 
⚫ ___________ do you say this word (A, U, D, I, O)? 
⚫ How do _____________ spell “space bar”? 
⚫ How many syllables does “reaction” ___________? 
⚫ Is “blank” spelt ________________ “L” or “R”? 
⚫ Is “highlight” one word ______________ two? 
⚫ Is “keyboard” one word or two ____________? 
⚫ ____________ “mute” pronounced like “fruit”?/ Does “mute” rhyme with “flute”? 
⚫ Is “right” (R, I, G, H, T) pronounced the same ____________ “write” (W, R, I, T, E)? 
⚫ Is “screenshot” spelt ____________ an “A”? 
⚫ Is the “B” ____________ “thumb” pronounced? 
⚫ What are the two different meanings ____________ “chat”? 
⚫ What ___________ “mic” mean? 
⚫ What is C, T, R, L short ________________? 
⚫ What’s the difference (in pronunciation) between “right” __________ “light”? 
⚫ What’s the difference (______ meaning) between “bold script” and “italic script”? 
⚫ What’s ________ first/ second/ last sound of “thumb” (T, H, U, M, B)? 
⚫ What’s the opposite ____________ “raise”? 
⚫ Which letter in “listen” ___________ silent? 
⚫ ____________ syllable of “message” is stressed? Is it MEssage or meSSAGE? 
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Use these mixed words to help with the task above. Some words can be used more than 
once.  
⚫ and 
⚫ are 
⚫ as 
⚫ do 
⚫ does 
⚫ for 
⚫ have 
⚫ how 
⚫ in 
⚫ is 
⚫ is 
⚫ of 
⚫ or 
⚫ the 
⚫ which 
⚫ with 
⚫ words 
⚫ you 
 
Check above. 
 
Make similar questions about the words on the left, using the key words for making 
checking/ clarifying questions on the right.  

arrow    
circle/ circular 
diamond   
draw/ drawing 
image    
line 
lower    
oval/ egg-shaped 
square   
straight 
thick    
thin/ thinner 
tick/ check   
triangle 
underline    
undo/ redo 
 

⚫ difference 
⚫ double 
⚫ first/ second/ last 
⚫ mean/ meaning/ meanings 
⚫ one 
⚫ opposite 
⚫ or 
⚫ pronounce/ pronounced 
⚫ rhyme 
⚫ same 
⚫ say 
⚫ short 
⚫ silent 
⚫ sound 
⚫ spell/ spelt 
⚫ stressed 
⚫ syllables 
⚫ verb 
⚫ write 
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